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Dissident to discuss
ethical ramifications
of Soviet psychiatry
by Sue Zurkovski
Assistant News Editor

Dr. Seymon Gluzman, a Soviet psychiatrist and dissident, will
discuss the current ethical problems in Soviet psychiatry, which
reflect world-wide institutional
issues, tomorrow afternoon in the
Jardine Room at 3:30p.m.
Jointly sponsored by John
Carroll University's departments
of histOry, philosophy and psychology and the fnternationaJ

Studies Center, Gluzman's lecture is entitled, "Bureaucratic
Ethics and Soviet Psychiatry." It
will explore not only the Stalinist
policy of using psychiatric hospitals in the Soviet Union 10 incarcerate political prisoners, but also
the medical and political dimensions of the problem.
• "The talk is an attempt to look
atl.he question ofethics in abroader
perspective along with tlie Soviet
perspective," said Dr. Robert
Sweeney, chairperson of the university's philosophy department.
"Some issues involve questions
of which patients are to be deinstitutionalized for economic reasons,
the use of drugs in tteatment and
the general question of how to
draw the line between sanity and
insanity as it relates to criminals."

During the last several years,
many positive .developments in
psychiatry have occurred in the
Soviet Union,butatthesarnctime,
many new victims of "political
psychiatry" have becom·e known.
Soviet psychiatrists are realizing
that psychiatric malpractice is
more widespread than originally
believed.
In his recent work, On Soviet
Totalitarian Psychiatry, Gluzman
explores the foundations of the
political abuse of psychiatry, its
background and its structure.
Gluzman himself spent several
years imprisoned as a Soviet dissident, taking an active role in the
struggle for political prisoners'
rightS and improved prison conditions.
Gluzman has been featured in
The New York Review of Books
and the Information Bulletin of
the International Association on
the Political Use of Psychiatry.
The text of Gluzman's Friday
afternoon talk will be read in
English, and a ttanslator will be
available for the question and
answer period following his lecture.

Japanese artist to bring oriental culture
when Japan began through their
250 year period of isolation.
On Friday at 2 p.m., an introJohn Carroll will experience a duction 10 Kabuki theatre wiU take
touch of the Orient this weekend· place in the Marinello Little Theas the East Asian Studies depart- atre with a slide and lecture presment sponsors "Arts of Japan." entation.
The event, which features renown
Also, from 3:30 to 6 p.m. a
Japanese artist Shoz.o Sato, will Japanese happy hour will occur in
introduce students 10 various as- the Atrium wi'th Japanese food
pects of Japanese culture, such as and drink being served.
A lecture entitled "The Art of
Kabuki theatte and the Japanese
Kabuki" will be presented Saturtea ceremony.
Kabuki is aJapanesecustom of. day at 4 p.m. Sato will be weldrama incorporating song and comed with a reception from 5 to
dance, which dates back to 1603 8 p.m. at Grasselli Library, in
by Jodie Solchak
News Reporter

SU selects rock acts, entertainment
by Della Thacker
News Reporter

Several John Carroll representatives met with over 800 other
students and administratOrs from
regional colleges at the National
Association ofCampus Activities
(NA CA) Great Lakes conference.
These participants booked contracts with various entertainers for
the Spring semester.
Gary Ritter, SU president;
Dave Averill, SU chief justice;

Jeff Stiltner, sophomore class
president; Suzanne Caryl, chairman of student events; and Lisa
Heckman, directOr of student acti vitiesrecePtly attended the l.hreeday event at the Stouffers Hotel,
Cleveland.
"The main part of it [the conference) was offering colleges the
opportunity to employ inexpensive, but talented new groups. The
impact this conference will have
on campus will be evident next
semester. 1 think when the stu-

dents auend the events, they will
really like what they see," said
Jeff Stiltner, sophomore class
president, one of the participating
student leaders.
Various cntertai ners performed
during the conference while the
college delegates chose acts according to their particular community's needs. The John Carroll
representatives signed on a variety of promising groups for next
semester's schedule.
Continued on page 4

which some of his work will be on
exhibit.
In addition 10 his art, Sato has
entertained audiences internationally by combining traditions of
Kabuki theatte with Western theatre with Kubuki versions of
Othello, Faust, and MacBeth.
Sato, who is presently Artist in
Residence at the Krannert Center
for the Performing Arts at the
University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, also became the
youngest tea master in Japanese
history at the age of 22.
Sato will demonstrate the Japanese tea ceremony on Sunday at
4:30p.m. at the Cleveland Museum of Art. The ceremony incorporates the arts of flower arrangement, ceramics, architecture, calligraphy. poetty, and painting. He
will discuss the spiritualism,
symbolism, and aesthetics of the
intricacies of the ceremony.
The introduction to Japanese
culture ends with a talk by Roger
Purdy, professor of history, on
"Sabi, Wabi, and Kumadori: The
SpectrumofJapaneseAesthetics."
The lecture wiJJ take place on
Monday at8 p.m. in the Mackin
Room in Grasselll Library.

EDITORIAL
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WOlf N Pot does not fill recreational void
The Carroll students of the
spring semester of 1988 were the
last to enjoy the ccnvenience of an
on-campus bar. It was after that
semester that the University, due
to the raising of the drinking age
in Ohio to 21, was forced to close
down the "Rat Bar."
Enough has been said already
about the disadvantages of not
having an on-campus bar, but the
simple fact is that the Rat is gone;
it will not be reopened.
For most of the time the Wolf
and Pot sits idle. Even thoug h it is
available for campus organizat.ions
to use for activities, its doors are
often locked. The place that once
was the center of Carroll's nighttime activity seems forgotten.

With the Rat Bar gone, the
students certainly do need an outlet, and outside of playing a video
gameorsitting in theJnn-Bctween,
there is no place on campus LO find
one. The Wolf and Pot would be
an ideal placetostartinanauempt
to fill this recreational void. But
as things arc now, the Wolf and
Pot is going to waste. The activities that are held there are few.
The school needs to develop
the Wolf and Pot into a student
lounge that can be used by all
students seven days a week in
both the day and night Lime.
Thehousingdcparunent, which
has the most control over the fu ture of the Wolf and Pot, realit_cs
this. According 10 Dr. James

Lavin, vice presidem of student
affairs, the Wolf and Pot will not
be needed to accommodate students for dining purposes after
this semester because of the expanded cafeteria. This should free
up the Wolf and Pot for recreational use.
"There is a plan to make the
Wolf and Pot a little more comfortable, to brighten it up a bit,"
said Lavin.
Lisa Heckman , direcLOrofstudent affairs, also recognizes the
need to change the Wolf and Pot
into something that would be more
accessible and more useful to the
students.
"We want to tum the Wolf and
Pot into a Jiving room Lype envi-

ronmem," said Heckman. "I
would like to sec a liule softer
atmosphere, something conducive
to relaxation. The sLUdenL~ need
an outlet."
The University needs LO spend
some money on turning the Wolf
and Pot into a student lounge that
is open to all students throughout
the day and evening hours. Some
decem furniture should be put in
it, another TV, and maybe even a
couple of pool tables.
In addition, the University
needs to see to the coordination of
some basic activities that would
aLLract studentS to the Wolf and
Pot. Movies should be shown on
a regular basdis in the afternoons
and the evenings. Televised sport-

ing events, such as basketball and
hockey, could be shown throughout the week. Activities such as
these could easily occur daily in
the WolfandPotataminimalexpense, and, at the same time, the
Student Union and other organizations could still have access to
it if they wanted to sponsor more
organized or specialized events.
The Wolf and Pot could easily
become a very popular spot on
Carroll 'scampus. Uponcompletion of the addition to the cafeteria, it will no longer be needed as
an additional dining area. The
University will then have a perfect opportunity to improve the
on campus living on its students.
lL should take advantage of it.
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Correction: Concerning the "Chorale performs in
Washington article" in the October 19th issue of the
CN, it was Rev. Winthrop J. Brainerd who invited the
Chorale to perform again next year in St. Matthew's
Cathedral, not the Rev. Bart Merella.

WelL your SAT's were a bit low, but because we·re expanding ...

Dancers inappropriate entertainment
Marching band could better arouse school spirit
What do you get when you combine a liberal
version of hot New Yorkjazz with funk, short skins
and LOp 40 music? The answer-half-Lime entertainment.
Next question: Is half-Lime ofan inter-collegiate
sports event the appropriate place to display what
can be described as MTV style dancing to a stand
full of fans?
Encouraging spirit among the fans is a noble endeavor and an essential one for any school. The
John Carroll University Dance Team claims LO have
undertaken this task. The goal of the Dance Team,
according to ream member Mary Beth Wolfe, is to
"promote school spirit," and by performing dance
routines during half-time of home football and basketball games, the Dance Team has the potential to
do just that-promote spirit.
Half-time certain Iy provides the perfect vehicle
for sparking spirit and if spirit is sparked by eight
girls dancing to the song "Cold Hearted Snake" by
Paula Abdul, then more power to them.
But, when skantcostumes and hip-jutting moves
constitute what the Team describes as " hot New
York jazz" and spirit raising style, the fine line
between classy and distasteful has been crossed.
The tuxedo and soft shoe image of jazz may be
out of style now, and the provocative moves of
Paula Abdul may be in vogue, but a college campus

calls for more traditional spirit stirring techniques.
A school lacking the services of a marching band
needs hand-clapping, cheer-raising performance<:
to unify the stands. Undeniably, the Dance Team
has LalenL lL is evident that they work hard. But
considering their audience, perhaps they should
alter their style, deviating from what is now "popular" on MTV to resurrect the traditional entertainment of big bands and broadway. Costumes for an
MTV video should be used when performing for an
MTV video-not a college stadium. There is a
happy medium in dress somewhere between overly
provocative and little-girlish called tastefuL
The JCU Dance Team has great potential. In
fact, JCU half-time entertainment in general has
great, untapped potential.
The size of Carroll may prevent a Blue Streak
marching band from materializing in the near future, but in the mean Lime, we sit in the midst of
countless high-schools whose bands would be delighted by an invitation to perform for our fans.
With a band suplementcd by our own dance
team, half-time at JCU could truly be a handclapping and spirit-raising evenL The dance team
should recognize that the audience is there to watch
a sporting event, cheer on their team, and share a
good ole time with some friends. Not to watc h a
night club act

FORUM
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Animals fall prey
to human greed

Indirect government lacks effecti veness

Irrelevancy plagues democracy
by Scottt Tennant, Staff Writer
Journalists have wriuen about it, analysts have
criticized it, the general public is unaware of it and
government officials have vinuall y ignored i l. What
is "it"?
h is definitely not something that can be easily
identified. Time magazine calls it " the growing
irrelevancy of government," which 1s an accurate
description because, like it or not, over the last
number of years, OUI government's ability to tackle
major issues has been weak at best. As a result, our
system of democracy is suffering.
IfLhc Un iLed States is LO overcome the likes of the
budget deficit, the savings and loan question, and the
problem of housing, our leaders must do something
about this debility before we arc overrun by the very
problems we have created.
For example, take the recent congressional debates over the federal budget deficit. The Office of
Management and Budget has said that the deficit will
be$110billion in the coming fiscal year,afigure that
nobody, not even cenain members of Congress, is
willing LO believe.
Instead of dealing directly with the problem, both
the House and Lhe Senate have wallowed in meaningless committee meetings while the deficit has
grown larger and larger.
The obvious solution is to cut back on government spending, but there is not one member of
Congress that is willing to propose cuts in that area
for fear of offending some of his or her constituents
or fellow political p.any members. Re-election is of
high priority for the majority of senators and representatives today,as is the fear of diverging from their
party's agenda.

In fact, partisan politics has been one of the main
sources for the government·s present ineffectuaJity.
For instance, President Bush and a host of Republican senate leaders have proposed a cut in taxes on
capital gains. While they argue such a move would
spureconomicgrowth,thereal intent of the tax break
is LO reward the wealthy investors who have given so
generously to Republican campaigns.
Economists, people who obviously know be!ler,
predict that a cut in the taxation of capital gains

would actually add billions of dollars to the dcficu
over the tong run.
.
Likewise, Democrats have contributed to the
weakening of our legislative branch by a constant
tendency to oppose Republican-sponsored b1lls. Who
knows how many effective laws have been trashed
by a stubborn DemocratJc senator or two?
One could argue that the seeds for the irrelevancy
of government were planted back in 1980 during
Ronald Reagan's presidentiaJ campaign. Reagan
promised that he would "get government off of our
backs," which he actually did.
Reflecting on the past nine years, though, perhaps
we should have kept it there. Our elected officials
have goHcn to the point where they are sometimes
afraid to rule on certain questions for fear that we
may accuse them of sticking their noses where they
should not be. Someone should inform them that
doing nothing at all is sometimes worse than doing
the wrong thing.
Further, the issues in which government has
become involved have been woefully unimportant,
such a-; the debate over flag-burning. While our
nation's financial situation crumbles, our leaders are
wondering what to do with radical lunatics that bum
an American flag.
It seems Congress spends more time declaring
holidays, giving itself pay raises and investigating its
own members for ethics violations than it does
passing forceful laws.
Still, part of the blame must be shared by the
American public. In a recent poll, 75 percent of the
people surveyed said they approve of the current administration's performance thus far. On what criteria were those people basing their judgements? l fl
had been asked lO respond ro such a poJJ, I would
have no choice but to say that I was undecided.
While the President has some strang ideas and has
shown he has the abtlity to enact them, what has he
(or Congress) actually accompushed in the past
year? For that matter, what progress has the U.S.
made as a whole in the past ten years? Unfonunately,
the only answer is "noL much."
Tennant, a sophomore English-history major,
also writes for the sports department for The News1/erald in Willoughby.

by Anton Zuiker
The giant-eared Jackrabbit
hopped along the snow covered
field, only to encounter the steel
jaws of a trap. The loud snap of
the trap echoed through the forest
silence.
The river ouer swam to the
bank of the river, only tO die in
another steel-jawed trap.
These two animals were among
the many victims of the fur trapping industry shown on a video
clip in the season opener of the
television show L.A. Law
Admitted into evidence in the
television coun, this fifteen second clip of the horrid killing of
innocent animals shocked the
judge, jury, and hopefully, the
viewers of the show.
Why must it Lake such horrifying pictures to wake our society to
the harm we are doing? And why
must it take a trapper testifying
before a make-believe coun that
"animals wiU chew their legs off
in order to be free from the
trap?"
Man is an animal,too. A unique
animaJ, unique in that it is the only
the one Lh a\ massacrcsO\hcrcrca-

selves if our current beliefs are
justified.
Congratulations, John.
Adam Stuart
Senior

1 would like to congratulate
John Heckman on hisanicleabout
the homeless in the Oct. 26edition
Dance team misplaces
of The Carroll News.
spirit at pep rally
John dressed in an old army
jacket and sweats, giving him the
The pep rally Jast Friday was
appearanceofbeinghomele5s,and disappointing.
The underwalked the downtown Cleveland whelming show of pep during the
area one morning.
rally was surprising, to say the
What he did toOk courage. He least.
opened himself up to an experiThe football team showed spirit
ence that taught h~m how to see though, especially when the lesswith different eyes,
than-covered John Carroll UniJohn's experience shows us versity Dance Team scampered
how directcontacLoften disproves across the Varsity gym floor.
held-fast beliefs about those we
Meek cheers rose from the
crowd at the arrival of the cheerconsider different.
We need not portray ourselves leaders. They are supposed to
as disadvantaged or handicapped. provide inspiration to our school
It can be as simple as asking our- and our football team, yet they

were not given quite the ovation
the team gave the Dance Team.
The choice of music had nothing to do with football or school
spirit. If there is a connection
between "Cold Hearted Snake"
and our undefeated foolbaJ Iteam,
I would stand corrected.
This letter is not to say that the
Dance Team should be eliminated. They are a group of very
talented women. I propose that
they be made into a Fine Arts
course/group that could offer
credit. Other groups have done
this: ChoraJe, Jazz Band and
Concert Band.
The Dance Team shows great
enthusiasm. However, enthusiasm and school spirit are not
always synonyms.
Sharon Nierrnann
Senior

mun i car ion., mOJOf.

20°/o discount onstudent haircuts
...everyday t~~~JCUID

3239 Warrensville Ctr. Rd. - just before Van Aken
Only seven minutes from c ampus!

I•.1

Letters to the Editor
Courage displayed by
writer of homeless article

Lures-massacres those creatures
to make fur coats, ivory necklaces
and turtle egg aphrodisiacs.
A recent1ssuc of Time magazine featured a cover story on the
disappearanceoftheelephant,falJing prey to human lust for "white
gold" - ivory. In ten years the
elephant population of the world
has decreased 50 percent.
Will there be a single wild elephant left by the ycar2000, or will
the elephant JOm the dodo as an
animal that once was?
Man must nunure nature, let
the animals hve, respect the planet
we inhabn.
We must start now to reverse
the death of the elephant, the snow
seaJ, the California condor.
As Christmas approaches. the
hope of the giving season must be
shared. But as soft as a fur coat is,
as shiny as an ivory pendant is, we
must consciously stop this
trade.
Advise your family to not purchase animal products. Instead,
donate to a wildlife fund, visn a
zoo, demand that animal life be
respected.
Zuiker, 11 sophomore, is a com-
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Lanier debut to
'elevate senses'

Dubbing lhe recital "an evening with Lan ier," lhe concert
anisl/scholar intends to reach out
"Music From a Wide Angle," a to the audience,cncouraging them
debut lecture-recital given by Dr. to learn and enjoy.
Jo Lanier, John Carroll UniverLanier has noticed a difference
sity's coordinator and director of in student·s attitudes in music sinee
music, will be offered aL8 p.m. on starting at Carroll in August.
Tuesday, Nov. 14, in Kulas Audi"There is a new I ife here when
torium.
~
it comes to music," she said . She
Lanier, whose goal is to moti- feels that the students involved in
vate Carroll students to take inter- the chorale pass this feeling to
est in lhe music culture, hopes the others on campus.
recital will attract lhc student body
Students have noticed this as
as well as lhe Cleveland audience. weiI. "The chorale is the biggest
"The Cleveland audience is lhe it's ever been. That shows that
mostsophisticated musicaudiencc she·s doing somelhing right," said
Mark Burkey, JCU band member.
in the world," said Lanier.
"It's strange to have a Univer- Burkey expressed interest in atsity right in Cleveland with a stu- tending the recital.
Tuesday 's recital will go bedent body that is not more aware
of lhe music culture," she said. yond what is traditionally panofa
Evelyn and J ames Whitehead spoke to the John Carroll Community about the changing role
"Most Carroll students don't know standard recital format, according
of the Catholic laity on Monday, Nov. 6, 1989 in Kulas Auditorium. T heir lecture was
to Lanier. Instead of concentratwhat a recital is all about.
entitled,"The Emerging Laity: Becoming Partners in Ministry."
"I want to elevate [the students) ing solely on lhe expected Euro·pboto by pJ . Htuschal:
senses to what music is," she said. pean performers, she will include
contributions from around the
globe.
She hopes to "draw audiences
speaker Carl Moore, co-chairman sonnel. The panel will consist of
is conflict and resolution.
into
a world of little known music
by Alice Car1e
"From a peace studies poim of of lhe Governor's Commission four representatives from Wright
generally
neglected in standard
Stoff Reporter
view, we are trying to see how far on Peace and Conflict Manage- State University and Oberlin Colrecital formats."
_ JobnCartoUUoiversilyisbost- we can lake lbe study oi oonfiict menL Rc will speak about the lege.
.,...
.: : : : ; ;...-•m""'g-a conference on lhe interface and resolution academically," said actions of the Governor ComisFour workshops are planned for
between academic peace studies Dr. Mary K. Howard, a professor sion and the newS !atutory Com- Saturday afternoon. The fLrst two
and programs and student affairs of history and a member of lhc mission on Dispute Resolution deal with conflict resolution :
personnel this weekend.
Consortium. "From a student af- and Conflict Management.
"Demonstration ofMeditation" and
continued from page 1
"The governor [of Ohio] has "Campus Meditation Programs."
The Peace Studies Consortium fairs point of view, we are trying
of Ohio Colleges and Universi- to lind ways to deal with change been trying to introduce peace The other workshops are "BeginOne example, Spanky, of the
ties, which consists of Ohio edu- and connict."
and conflict studies to various ning a Peace and Conflict Studies Pee Wee Herman enterage, was a
cators who teach peace studies, is
The conference will begin Fri- aspects of Ohio including busi- Program" and "Content of Intro- finalist on Star Search, performsponsoring thee vent whose theme day evening and feature guest ness people, lawyers, and educa- ductory Courses in Peace and ing on "Evening at the lmprov"
tors as well as government offi- Conflict Studies."
recently winning lhe Texas Laughcials," Dr. Howard said.
I I
13443 CEDAR
Dr. Howard noted lhallhe con- Off.
AT TAY LOR
Saturday morning, lhe con- ference is basically intended for
ACME Vocals. a musicalCLE VE. HTS.
ference will present a panel on members of the Consortium and comedy mixandLynnandFriends,
Interface Between Academic Pro- the JCU faculty; however, stu- a ventriloquism and comedy
:,1 2ND GENERATION
932-0 603
grams and Student Affairs Per- dents may register for live dollars. combination, were also recruited
that weekend.
"Not only did the NACA conference
provide the Student UnAlternative Music
ion with a number of great acts,
but it allowed us to obtain new
from
a
hean
auack
and
fresh ideas from the number of
at
5:00a.m.
by Brian Honohon
The New Sensation ··-''Karaoke"
various colleges which attended,"
low
blood
pressure,
only
a
week
and Rita Abdallah
after
his
twenty-fourth
birlhday.
said
Caryl.
Laser Disc Rock-n-Roll Sing- Along
John
Carroll
University
sufIn
California,
he
attended
the
"A
coordinated effort between
with free pizza from
fered yet another tragic loss of a Defense Language Institute, a pro- the schools will not only lower the
student on Saturday, Oct 28, gram offered by the Armed Forces prices of bringing entertainment
~/rtzndc s
1989. Les Franklin, a-commuter lhat accepts only a select few.
to campus, but will also ensure
Mon day Nigh t
for lhe past three years, died after
An honor studentalJohn Car- that more of what the students
Football
a body surfing accident in Cali- roll, Franklin was a political sci- enjoy will be offered," explained
CINCINNATI
fornia this past summer.
ence major. His future plans con- Heckman.
vs.
Your
He was taken to a California sisted of spending the fall semester
A thirty-year organization, the
HOUSTON
Nighttime
hospital and placed on a life sup- in London, graduating from John NACA has evolved into the naFree Subs!
port machine. A few months Carroll in the spring and attending tion's largest collegiate organizaEntertainment.
later, Franklin was able to fly law school and the Foreign Serv- tion ofcampus activities programCenter
back to Cleveland. He was placed ices.
mers. The non-profttorganization
in lhe Veteran's hospital for a
A funeral mass was held at SL keeps pace with the current edufew weeks where relatives and Michael's Church, Cleveland on cational and entertainment rer,Jon.-S~I. 3:00p.m.-~:30 a.m.
Sun. 1.00 p m , - 2.30 a.m.
friends were able to visit.
Thursday, Nov. 2, 1989. Franklin sources for quality programming,
Pa rkrng 111 rear.
.
Franklin died Lwei vedaysago is buried at Holy Cross Cemetery. according to Heckman.
by Cheryl Brady
Managing Editor

Carroll hosts Peace Studies Consortium

Rock acts

...

(J

c{

ran e s

Carroll student dies
from surfing accident
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Professors speak their mind
NEW YORK (AP) _ CoUege
teachers are generally satisfied
with their jobs but disdain administrators they consider autOCratic,
and lazy ,grade-grubbing students
taclcingbasicskills,accordingtoa
survey by a New Jersey-based
group released Sunday.
Two-thirds of the 5,450 campus faculty polled by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
ofTeachingbclievetherehasbeen
a widespread lowering of standards in U.S. higher education.
Three-quarters consider their
students •'seriously unprepared in
basic skills," and 68 percent feel
colleges spend too much time and
money teaching students what they
should have learned in high school.
•'Public education, despite six
years of reform, is still producing
inadequately prepared students,"
concluded the survey, "TheCondition of the Professoriate: Attitudes and Trends, 1989."
Fifty-five percent agreed that
most undergraduates at their
schools "only do enough tO get
by," 70 percent believed students
have become more grade-<:onscious, and 84 percent agreed that
studentshavcbccomemorecareerist in their concerns.
Forty-three percent felt youngsters are more willing 10 chea110
get good grades.
Professors were hardly more

flattering about their bosses: 64
percent rated the administration
on their campus either "fair" or
"poor," a percentage hardly
changed from twosimalar surveys
in 1984 and 1975.
Sixty-nine percent regarded
administrators as "autocratic."
Only half felt their college or
university •smanagedeffcctively.
On the other hand, more college faculty expressed overall
satisfaction with their professional
lives than five years ago.
Only 20 percent thought that
this is a poor timeforyoung people
to consider academic careers,
compared with 50 percent in 1984.
Seventy-seven percent felt
exciting things were taking place
in their disciplines, and an idemical percentage disagreed with the
statement, "If I had it to do over
again, I would not become a college teacher."
Nearly half- 49 percent- believed job prospects have improved for undergraduates in their
fields.
Forty-eight perent rated their
salaries as good or excellent, up
from 40 percent five years ago.
But two-thirds still felt their salaries have not kept up with inflaLion.
The campus adage 'publish
or perish" appears as true as ever:
54 percent of those surveyed beI

BERLIN (AP) - As many as 1 million East Germans chanting
"Freedom! Freedom!" filled the streets of the capital Saturday for an
emotional pro-democracy rally that was the largest ln the Communist
nation's 40-year history.
The crowd jeered CommunistParty leaders and cheered opposition
speakers. Scores of people draped pro-democracy banners from their
apartn}ent balconitis and several elderly East Berliners wept with
emotion as demonstrators marched past.
The three-hour rally, sanctioned by authorities. came a day after
Commtmist leader EgonKrenz armounced the dismissal offivePolilburo
members, promised broad political and economic refonns and urged
East Gennans to l>e patient and stay, in their homeland..
·. But thousand.•i'bf.disillusioncd EaSt.Germans ignored his pleas and
continued to pour ·into neighboring Czechoslovakia, which threw open
its-western frontier to refugees seeking new lives in West Germany,
F<»: many of those who stayed behind, the focus was on the rally
in ~t B~rUn's sp~wJins Alexanqerplat.z and oo ·smaller rallies in
"
sevefal other East Gennan cities,
·' J>eop~ from all over East Germany flocked to the capital, which
bas a population of 1.2 million, to urge democratic changes.
The state-nm news agency ADN srud 500,000 demonstrators
jammed t.hevast downtown square and surrounding streets. Wimesses,
<)rg~Gtr$.and evei\-~tBerlin police-estimated crowd at closet:.to
1 million.
··
•·After four decades we have found our voices again,'' saidS tefan
Heym, a prominent East German writer.
~.·we aredemonstr~ng for freedom. for a better life,'' said an East
Bettin woman w.b()~came tO the protest with her young son.
Many carried signs deriding Krenz and the Communist Party,
expressing distrust and despair that have mounted through four decades
of rigid rule.
''The eyes of the people are on you," one banner warned the
Jeaoe~hip. • 'We w&nglasnosl, not sugar-coating,'' demanded another.

the

lieved it's difficult to gain tenure
without publishing, about the same
as the 55 percent in 1984, but up
from 46 percent who fell that way
in 1975,and41 perceminthef~tst
Carnegie survey conducted an
1969.
Professors in all disciplines but
engineering also gave a ringing
endorsement to hbcral arts: 56
percent agreed that undergraduate
study in America wold be improved if there were less stress on
specialized 11aining and more on
broad liberal education,comparcd
with 51 percent 1n the 1984 survey.
Only 19 percent of engineering faculty felt that way.
The faculty survey was the
fourth in 20 years, and the first
since 1984. Thesurvey. conducted
bymaillastFebruary by the Wirthlin Group, of McLean, Va., had a
margin of sampling error of plus
or minus one percentage poinL
There are approximately
489,000 full-time college faculty
in U.S. institutions ofhighereducation, according tO federal statistics.
·'The good news is that faculty are more committed to liberal
education than five years ago. And
our conclusion is that the profess.ion is beaJthjer now,'' said foundation president Ernest L. Boyer
in an interview.
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CAMPUS NEWS FROM
ACROSS THE NATION
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP)_ Warrants have been issued for 11 of 19
Morehouse College students allegedly involved in a fraternity
hazing that led to the death of a pledge.
Joel A. Harris, 18, had wanted to belong to the country's oldest
black Greek-letter fraternity.
The Bronx, N.Y., resident collapsed Oct. 17 during a three- tO
five-hour Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity ritual and died the following
morning.
Cobb District Auorney Tom Charron said Tuesday that membersoflheAlpha RhochaptcroftheAipha Phi Alpha fraternity who
were involved in the hazing knew about Harris' congenital heart
problem at the Lime of the hazing.
Charron SaJd those fraternity members named m the arrest
warrants Will be charged w1th misdemeanors and the cases prosecuted in State Court.
Harris and otherswdents met with about seven fraternity members
for the hazing ceremony, saad Robert Willis, the fraternity's state
director.
The pledges, including Harris, 'were pushed and shoved around''
when they answered questions about the fraternity incorrectly,
Willis said.
When Harris fell to the floor, students initially thought he was
faking, Willis said. Once the students realized that he was not, they
dialed the county's 91 I emergency number.
Medical examiners ruled that Harris died from an abnormal heart
rhythm linked to congenital heart disease.
Harris did not show out ward signs of physical abuse, police said,
but the college and the state both ban hazing.
The Alpha Rho Chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity has
been suspended at the college indefinitely.
Morehouse said on the Monday after the incident that it had
I

expelled two studenlS and ~uspcndcd eight others. al\ o f whom
bdooged 10 lhe 110,000-membel- oa&ioaaJ fraacmily.

The coUege issued a statement last Friday, however, rescinding
the expulsions and instead suspending nine students allegedly
directly involved in the hazing rituaL

NEWS BRIEFS
RIO BLANCO, Nicaragua (AP)- Peasants in the fertile region
around this mountain town in Contra territory are unabashedly
anti-government.
President Daniel Ortega's lifting of a 19-month cease-fare last
week with the Contra rebels apparently bas not changed their minds.
"I don't know about what Mr. Onega said," said one 60-year-old
fanner. sitting in front of his two-room house with some .friends. •'But
you remember whattheycalled him in Costa Rica: 'Thi$:llttle man.•''
Thefarmer andhisfriends broke out in smiles, am us~ atPrcsident
Bush'sscomfuldescriptionofOrtegaacasummitofWeste.mHemisphere
leaders last month.
The farmer's response showed adefiance typical of many peasants
in this part, of central Matagalpa provinc~.gro-Contra peasants feed the
guerrillas and provide information about troop moven1ents.
But they aren't foolhardy. Asked for his name and permission to
take his picture, the farmer demurred. ..Beuer not. lt'~not good."
This farmer has a few caule and grows com and beans, like most
peopJe,iri this rich agricuiumu region .laiown for its dairy products.
He'.s not happy with 10 years ot government by the leftist
Sandinistas. Tbe economy is in shambles. and the young men, needed
in the fields. are drafted for two years when they tum 16.
The war that began in 1.981 and went intO a lull for 19 months is
now startiu,g again. And fjghJ.ing meaos~uble in thedaily lives of the
peasants in lhis region, wb.tiever their p<)!ltical convictions.
"Now nobody buys from us; there's no money," he said, his
friends nodding in agreement. "I've gone to the bank to cash a check,
and they tell me there's no money.
MoslrebeJs left for Honduras after signing the trUce with the
Sandinista government in March 1988.
The auitude of this fanner and others .like him is what has allowed
other Contras to survive inside Nicaragua so long.
Ortega said their return had been marked by bolder and more
nun\erous attacks.

FAST!
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TASTY!
GETTW010"
2TOPPING
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$.99 COVERS BOTH

381-5555
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1989 John Carroll parents weekend a great (and fun) success

An enthusiastic cast poses after a performance or

rents Association

II

udent

Ma & P a Carroll
1989

Parents gather in the Atrium, grateful to warm up with coffee
before the game Saturday. They were later treated to a Blue Streak win.

Parents rose early on Saturday in order to fully participate in the Carroll educational experience at the mini-college.

PROFILES
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Carreira brings .photography to life
by lara Brown
Staff Reporter

(:;.

The an work and creativity of Rev. Em manual Carreira,
S.J. was recently displayed at Grasselh Library as a tribute
to Lhis fine man 's talents. The collections of photographs
by Carreira, who is also an astronomy professor in Lhe
physics depanment, is only a small taSte of his talent and
abilities in photography taken over Lhe years.
This hobby began to take shape almost fifteen years ago.
Carreira admits Lhat he was always fascinated in an, but it
was not photography Lhat he was first interested in. His first
love was painting, but after years of struggling wilh it, he
changed his course.
As a painter, one's time schedule lS restrained to finishing Lhe piece before Lhe paint dries and ruins Lhe rest of the
picture.
In photography, Carreira's work time was not restrained
or limited, and thus his creativity was allowed toflowathis
leisure.
both Carreira and his works benefitted by his "good eye"
"The world is seen in a different viewpoint in photogra- for beauty and knowledge, it is the mere pleasure of
phy," said Carreira, "one looks to find the beauty that exists capturing and appreciating beauty that attracted Carreira to
in everyday objects, and the photo is what captures and the an of photography.
preserves it for enjoyment and for others."
"I look for an object and make it appear beautiful and
Carreira has also used his talents as a photographer in enjoyable by how I photograph it," said Carreira.
In this way, he also believes that photography is indeed
his work towardsamastersdegreeandPtl.D. in astronomy.
Carreira's work and studies were greatly benefiued.
a form of an. For photography is a talent, an ability to
"I am inclined to optics and the scientifiC approach to capture beauty in rare form.
ideas and explanations," said Carreira.
"This is a talent," Carreira said, "that cannot be learned
Therefore it also made his work enjoyable. Although by a book of rules but must be learned by experience and

Babysitter Needed ·

lime. Time and experience •s what it takes to create a
memory that everyone can enjoy."
The use of one's eye and the atd of equipment one can
make somelhing great out of what olherwise might be seen
by the naked eye as unattractive. Carreira says that by
focusingononespccificaspcctofan object, it'sreal beauty
can then be seen. Carreira Lhen uses his camera as a picture
frame for the world.
"When you look through thatlense, you see life which
is beautiful; something that is beautiful should be shared
with others," said Carreira.
It is this beauty that he feels is also exciting in that it can
be captured and seen by three or four other people in as
many different ways. He encourages others in this way to
use their own eyes and create a work that reflects beauty.
Carreira has used this creativity to express his own
awareness of beauty that surrounds us in everyday objects
and life. He believes that his hobby as a photographer has
led to creativity by expressing beauty as it is the work of his
own hands.
"It also expresses my own feelings and experiences
aside from giving me beautiful memories to look back on,"
said Carreira.
He looks 10 encourage the same joy of an in others as
much as possible. The collection ofhisworkseen last week
in the library is just one of the many ways he encourages
others to share the same joy. For it is Carreira's talents and
abilities, as well as his enthusiasm and appreciation for
beauty, that should be shared by all.
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What did you have to hide from your
parents on Parents Weekend?

Simplicity eliminates ironing woes
• • • • • • • • • • • • by Marie Pasquale, Assistant Features Editor • • • • • • • • • ••
Evcryonc hates to tron. The task ts so ume consum- lay the pants across the tronmg board Tuck one
ing, yet it is so necessary. Wrinkled dress shins and pant leg under the chm so that the pants do not fall
crumply pants JUSt arc not the style anymore. The to the floor.
advent of permanent press saved the common person
Some tips about ironmg boards:
from having to tron a multitude of items such as
• If it is becommg necessary to press hard or go
certain cottons and linens. However, there arc still
some clothing items that require ironing, and, unless over sections of clothing many umes to get them
ironed properly, it may be Ltme for a new ironing
it's done corrcctJy, the job is futile.
Here arc some ironing Lips from "Hints From board pad.
• By puuing a piece of heavy-duty foil under the
Heloise" that could make ironing just a littJc bit
ironing board cover and over the pad, ironing time
easier:
can be cut. The fotl reflect<; the heat to the undersides of garments.
• Avoid overloading the dryer.
• Avoid putting heavy items in the dryer with
Ironing tips arc fine, but they are of no usc unless
lighter items.
• Iron dark-colored fabrics and damp silks inside a clean iron is available. Some tips for maintaining
out or usc a pressing cloth to prevent shine. A couon a clean iron arc as follows:
• Wipeoffthebottomofthe tron wtth a clean, wet
handkerchief or linen dish cloth will do just fine.
• Use the temperature guide on the iron to deter- cloth and dry it well. Tum the tron on a low setting
mine which temperature goes with which fabrics. andplaceapieceofwax paper on the ironing board.
Also, follow the temperature guide on the label or Run the iron over the wax paper several times.
Then run the iron over an old towel or piece of
hang tag.
• To iron a shin or blouse, start with the back of the cloth to remove any traces of wax.
• To keep the iron from clogging, use djstilled
collar. Then iron the frontofthecollar. Iron the back
water
and drain it after each use. Distilled water
of
the
cuffs
last.
and front
prevents
mineral buildup.
• Toironaskin, ironthepocketflapsflfst Iron the
•
Invest
in one of the iron cleaners available on
hem from the inside next, then iron the body of the
the
market.
skirt then lhe waistband.
• To iron pants: Iron the pockets first. Next insert
Ironing really isn't that difficult, JUSt time
the ironing board into the pants, one leg at a time,
ironing the entire pant top and as far down on the leg consuming. By following lletoisc's ups. ironing
will not seem ltkc such a chore anymo r~. bul ralhcr
as the ironing board will go.
To iron the pant-leg bottoms and put the crease at just another part of doing the laundry.
thesametime, match each pant leg seam toseam,and
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My personality,
or lack there of."
Chris Jamison
Senior

"My roommate."
Melissa Vertes
Junior

"My fake J.D."
Christine Vomero
Sophomore

Teeth and gums worth
considerable attention
by Colleen
In every culture, a smile is a welcome sign of friendliness and amiability, and is usually gladly returned.
Unless, that is, the smile IS marred by ill-kept teeth and gums that no one wants to look at.
The teeth arc key to the human anatomy. Without them one cannot cat, or properly form and pronounce
words. One should be very careful in caring forhisorherpearly whites, especially in regard to cwocommon
and potentially ~ngcrous dental conditions.
The fusl is tooth decay. This occurs when one does not correctJy brush and floss on a regular basis. rr
any of (he following symptoms occur, The American Dental Association suggests IJ-oat one should go to
see a dentist immediately:
•If a tooth is sensitive to heat, cold and sweets.
•lf chewing causes pain.
•If there is a swelling or drainage at or below the·gum line.
•If there is a brown spot on a tooth.
•If there is pain in the mouth or sinus trouble that docs not go away.
There is another, less obvious threat to the teeth that most people are completely unaware of. Periodontal

"An empty bottle of
Absolute Vodka and a
killer hangover."
Steve Jessie
Freshman

· "My lifesize blow-up
doll of Jessica Hahn."
Brian Geary
Senior

dis~.

Periodontal disease, also known as gum disease is present in the mouths of over half of all Americans
over the age of 18. The disease can result in the loss of pennanent teeth, and makes the gums unbearably
sensitive.
To prevent the advancement of periodontal disease it is important to look for the early warning signs
outlined by the ADA.
•Bleeding gums-It is not normal for gums to bleed while brushing.
-Gums that are red, swollen or tender.
-Gums that have pulled away from the teeth.
•Pus coming out from between the teeth and gums if pressure is applied to the gums.
•Loose or separating permanent teeth.
•The teeth fit together differently when biting.
•Extreme halitosis.
Bykeeping teeth clean and healthy, one can avoi'd makingasocial faux pas by displayingagrinof brown
teeth and puffy gums.
,, ··

My full set of Marriot
dishware."
Sharon Niermann
Senior
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'You Can't Take it With You'-just swell
b y Kathy King, Stoff Re porter

When the curtain rose last Friday night for the play "You
Can't Take it With You," thenearsell-outcrowd applauded
in admiration. The set revealed was a masterpiece of
realism. It was rich in color and significant detail.
A day before the show, one of the actresses commented
that being on the set was similar to "being tn a real home."
Her remark could not possibly have been more appropriate.
In the course of the play, the audience as drawn into the

eccentric family life of the Sycamore household. It is a
home in which everyone docs as they like, in a vastly
eccentric fashion, in Jiving life to its fullest. In the midst
of this activity, young Alice Sycamore (Connie Brown)
falls madly in love with Tony Kirby (Douglas Kusak), the
son of her boss.
Tensaons (and laughs) arise when the equally smitten
Tony brings has very dignified parents (Kathleen Reichart
and Chad Moocher) todinner at the Sycamore house on the
wrong evening.
The differences between the two families arc so great,
Alice fears that marriage is out of the question. Yet Tony,
believing that love will conquer all, refuses to give her up.
With Alice's wise Grandpa (Pete Cooney) there to set
everything straight, a happy ending becomes quite inevitable.
As the Pulitzer Prize winning play of 1936, "You Can't
Take it With You" is tilled to the brim with memorable
characters. The small space designated for this article is
simply not adequate to describe the excellent acting which

Bob Dylam shows no mercy
by Fred Perez-Stable

~~itars

in hand, roared through
versions of "It's All Over Now,
Dylan. The name itself in- Baby Blue," "A Hard Rain's A
spires awe: the yardstick against Gonna Fall," and "It Ain't Me,
which all other performers are Babe."
measured. On the heels of "Oh,
With all this momentum beMercy," his best work since the hind him, however, Dylan relinmid-70's, Dylan strolled through quished the moment by perfonnthe State Theatre November2 for inga series of new songs that were
an uneven, yet enjoyable set.
quite slow and mellow, thus r.akTheshowstartedoffsomewhat ing thcwindoutofhissails.But
slowtywith "Shot of t.ove" The Dylan, drawing from his huge
ball got rolling, however, w1th a car.alogue, erased his wrong with
well arranged "Just Like a "Like a Rolling Stone." The song
Woman." ThenDylanlitthesold- with which Dylan changed the
out crowd ablaze with "Highway face of rock and roll 25 years ago
61 Revisited," which showed off has maintained itS vita1ityand brilthe exploits of adroit lead guitar- liance.
ist, G.E. Smith. The lights went
Unfortunately, the show was
down, and when they once again marred by two major flaws. First,
arose, Dylan and Smith, acoustic there was the philosophy Dylan

seemed to hand to his new band.
The band was obviously proficient, but it seemed that Dylan
was trying 10 pass on to them the
inspired sloppiness that he had
with both The Band, and The
Grateful Dead. If Dylan would
have allowed the band to remain
tight, the show would have worked
much better.
Sccondly,theshowwac;fartoo
shon . Whenitwasall over,Dylan
had only played for 90 minutes.
He should have let the meter run
for at least another 30 minutes.
But hey, when a reviewer is complaining because he wanted to hear
more of what was an already superbshow,itissafetoassumcthat
after allthese years, the genius has
never left Bob Dylan.

made these odd, comedic characters come to life. Alice's
parents (Jennifer Cook and Davtd Kaleal), her sister Essie
(Trish Rae), Essie's husband (John Dcmshcr), and Mr.
DcPinna (Virgil Gutierrez) became astonishingly real
through the actor's excellent portrayal of their eccentricities.
Bnan P. O'Maille, Lynn Marke, Margie Barbera and
Marcus Calven showed off their skills as character actors
an thear respective roles as a Russaan ballet instructor, a
drunken British actress. a black housekeeper, and her
lackadaisical beau.
The actors were well-rehearsed, the special effects
workcdflawlessly,andtheopeningnightaudienceseemed
to enjoy themselves immensely. In all honesty, this is one
of the best productions appearing on the Kulas stage in
years.
"You Can't Take It With You" will have its final perfonnance this Friday and Saturday, November I 0 and 11.
Tickets may be purchased in the Amum during lunch and
dinner hours.

W. W. Hunter's Hearsay
Thereisonenightaweekwhen
I really enjoy watching television.
The programs I like aren't in
the power Thursday lineup of
Cosby, Cheers, and L.A. Law, or
the Tuesday pathos orgy ofThirtysomelhing. No, my favorite
viewing hours come on Sunday
night, after the 11:00 news.
They begin with Siskcl & Eibcrt's, At The Movies, on WJW,
channelS. ltdocsn'tmauerifyou
have not seen a movie in the past
six months, just watching those
twoguysgoheads-upcan provide
hours of amusement.
At least once a show they to·
Lally disagree on a film's merit,
ending up in a debate so heated
that the viewer expects Siskcl to
make a cheap joke about Eiben's
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weight and Eben respond by sitting on poor ectomorphic Siskel.
This has yet to happen, but the
critics' arguments can provide
insight into Hollywood, and the
world of international film making.
If nothing else, the viewer
receives an honest, two sided perspective of current movie .
AftcrwatchingSiskel &Eiben
heat up, l tum to WKYC,channel
3, at midnight to cool down with a
little Night Music. This program,
hosted by saxophonist extraodinaire, David Sandborn and sponsored by Michelob beer, is the
best musical outlet on free L. v.
Besides a house band that
makes Paul Schaffer's boys look
like the World's Most Uninspired
Band, Night Music regularly features rock and jazz musicians at
the pinacle of their !alent
Artists featured on recent
shows have included Pere Ubu,
Todd Rundgren, Lou Reed and
John Calc (together again for the
farst time since their Velvet Underground days). Comedy
sketches and dialogue with the
artists is also interwoven with the
music. The show always ends
with a jam session which would
liven up all insomniacs.
By 1:00 on Monday morning,
I'm ready 10 concentrate on the
homework that I put off all weekend.
Tbe " ONE AND ONLT

·Rmgn~nATAAND~ ~

14423 CEDAR ROAD
SOUTH EUCLID, OHIO 44121

Manicures &
Pedicures

382-9520
Call For An Appointment

Available

For thf! best in:
Hairrulllng.
Hair Desfgn. Perms.
and HfghlJghling
(for Men and Women)
• Pllft . . . &ala"

• ' - - ...., c.. • ~··

Walk-in or call

Open Monday through Saturday

581-6200 ~-
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Sugarcubes sweet sound still surprises
by Phil Budnick, Assistant Entertainment Editor

The pride of Reykjavik, The Sugarcubcs, are back with
their second album, "Here Today, Tomorrow Next Week."
The 13 song album contains the unusual Sugarcubes'
mayltemesque singing and style of playing frantically, as
if they're running out of vinyl.
Last year's debut album, "Life'sTooGood," from The
Sugarcubes proved to be quite a critical and commercial
success. Rolling Stone magazine picked The Sugarcubes
as the best new band of 1988.
Well , "Here Today, Tomorrow Next Week," picks up
The Sugarcubcs do not sing your typical songs of love
right where, "Life's Too Good" left off. In this sequel of and politics, rather they pick unique topics you don't
an album, The Sugarcubes again combine the powerful usually hear in songs. For instance, on "Eat The Menu,"
voiceofsinger, Bjork Gudmundsouir, with rivotingmusic, Gudmundsottir sings about food: "But yes food is yes to
and very bizarre lyrics.
life/l've got to eat something, otherwise I'll just die, but the
On "Regina," the first single from the new album, The choice is too great/l can't decide what to eat/strawberry
Sugarcubes sing about old age, in their own special way, of juice/lemon red sea perch/eat thekiwi/havesomechicken."
course: "Regina is old/But the sun is older/still the sun with Judging from such decidedly queer lyrics as those, it beteeth, but Mrs. Regina has none."Here Today, Tomorrow comes readily apparent that this album is full of interestNext Week" is as much a comedy delight as it is a musical ing topics.

Gudmundsouir also smgs about different forms of
plastics on "Dear Plasuc," and bees on "Bee." My favorite on the album is about turnmg into a t.v. on "Dream
T.V." with the lyrics. "I've turned mto a t.v./My screen is
smiling to get your auention/1 want you, so I jumped out
of bed and into the t.v."
"Here Today, Tomorrow and Next Wcek," is a science
fiction journey into music. The album IS definitly diverse
and refreshing.
Not only is Gudmundsotttr's voice unique, but The
Sugarcubcs' music style is very addicting; it's definetly
different, and you 'II want to listen to it more than once. It
almost pulsates, not so much in an annoying heavy meta.!
style, but rather in a style somewhere between pop and
"punk".
That's probably why The Sugarcubesare having !rOuble
getting Top 40 airplay. Most of their airplay now IS on
alternative and college rad10 stations, and nOLon commercial radio. That's too bad because The Sugarcubes have a
lotto offer, and this kind of new, inspiring music beats
hearing the seventh single released off the latest Debbie
Gibson album ten umes a day.

Russo brings the pages of his book to life
of life. Not only was his story
captivating, but his reading gave a
body and a soul to the written
We are exposed to art every page. And as the word became
moment of our lives. We read the flesh,thecharacters took on greater
papersandexperienceadvcnising and greater dimensions of verisiart. We tum on the radio and militude.
The StOry rencctcd life so well
pulsate to musical an. We read
that
the characters became acbooks and appreciate t.he wriuen
art. But the artist is known only quaintances and the tale became
through the work ...except last everyman's. This is the genius of
Thursday at John Carroll. Rich- Richard Russo: He could write
ard Russo, a prominent writer of about people that no one would
our day, broke the standard and normallycareaboutandmaketheir
provided an encounter of a very lives something vital.
The storytelling ability of this
rare kind.
avant-garde
novelist is coupled
A man of medium Stature
with
a
gift
of
the script. The diawearing a tweed coaL. Mr. Russo
read in a quiet but gravelly voice. logue and narration of Mr. Russo
He was a man who cut the bull and reflect a man who knows the recgot right to the meat of the matter. ipe of American speech and can
Starting with a short story, he season it with a small town flacaptured the audience with his vour that comes off crisp.
After the short story reading,
American ruralesque perspective
by Joe Cimperman
Staff Reporter

PIZZA HUT

CAFE ROCK
MELLON BANK
JCU BOOKSTORE
DOMINO'S PIZZA

•

Mr. Russo read a selected section
from his book, "The Risk Pool."
There is definitely one thing
common among gifted writers.
They write consistently well and
this talent transcends one story to
another.

a new friend. He was cordial and
polite in a way that hinted that his
casual ly friendly demeanor in the
book was an inherentpartofhim.
Not only did he answer everyone's questions, he also chaued
wilh fellow l overs of lncrmurc

The novel selccuon dealt with

aboullhc genera\ happcnstam.cs

a very broken family that had a
lone survivor. And with a father
who was a drunk and a mother on
theedgeofa nervous breakdown,
the story becomes tragically
comical in a very human way.
Thezenithoftheeveningcame
after the reading was over and Mr.
Russo opened up his writing to
any questions. Here was an artist
of diction spcakmg to his literary
audience. It was like talking to
Monet after he finished "Nympheas."
Talking to Russo over wine
and cheese was akin to talking to

of this epic called life.
The English Dcparuncnt. especially Professor Mark Winegardner, needs to be commended
for bringing this artist tnlo our
midsL Not only does this allow
students and faculty as well to
enjoy a night of cultural sLimulauon, it also allows the literary bour·
geoise to experience theartistand

his work.
The h1ghest compliment that
can be paid to any author is that his
work is believably unique and
interesting. And with these being
thecntcria for greatness. Richard
Rus~o surpas~cs

the standard.

Upcoming Concerts
Meatloaf will play the
Cleveland Agora Nov.
24.
Miami Sound Machin
will play Coliseum
Nov. 16.
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!l{pvemlier 3, 4, 101 11, 1989
CA$$$H PRIZES FOR
DIVISION WINNERS AND CONTEST WINNERS
(3-POINT SHOOTING, FOUL-SHOOTING, AND SLAM DUNK)
$20 PER TEAM-- REGISTER EARLY!!!
APPLICATIONS A VAl /..ABLE AT STUDENT UNION OFFICE AND RECPLEX DESK
OVER $1000 IN PRIZES AND CASH!!!
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Carroll crushes Mt. Union to win OAC
by Michael Stein,
Assistant Sports Editor
After last Saturday's victory
over Mount Union, the John Carroll Blue Streaks left no doubt as
to who is the dominant football
team in Ohio. On Saturday, the
Streaks scored 24 second-half
pointS as they pounded the Purple
Raiders 31-7 to clinch the Ohio
Athletic Conference title.
John Carroll raised itS overall
record to 7-0 and itS conference
record to 9-0 with the victory.
Mount Union, which was 5-0-1
going into the game, is in second
place in the OAC and, with one
game remaining, cannot catch the
Blue Streaks.
Blue Streaks head coach Tony
DeCarlo was carried off the field
by his team after the game. He
credited the entire team for the
win.
"The guys have a nice respect
for one another," said DeCarlo.
"There is a good relationship between the players. They are proud
of their coaches and the coaches
are proud of them."

The BlueS treaks proved themselves Saturday after a tough first
half. John Carroll scored first
when senior PeteEngogliacaught
a upped pass from junior Larry
Wanke, but Mount Union tied the
game with an 80-yard drive in the
second quarter, culminating in a
touchdown with 9:50 left in the
half. It was the first touchdown
scored against the BI uc Streaks in
14 consecutive quarters, and the
longest tOuchdown drive by an
opposing team this year.
In the second half, John Carroll blew the game open. Freshman tailback Willie Becrscappcd
off a 69-yard drive with a 3-yard
touchdown run to give the Strcaks
the lead for good.
During the drive, Wanke set
JCU's single-season passing record. He finished the game with
20 completions in 32 auempts for
257 yards and two touchdowns.
He has passed for 1,152 yards this
year.
The drive was set up when
senior linebacker JoeBehm burst
through the line and tackled
Mount Union's quarterback as he
was pitching the ball, forcing a

fumble. Behm then recovered the decent players."
fumble.
Even though they are now 9-0,
"I knew the play was coming," the Blue Strcaksarenotassured of
said Behm. "The tackle over me a spot in the NCAA Division rn
released and ran to a certain spot playoffs. John Carroll is curremly
and I knew what would happen ranked third in the Midwest Refrom watching the game films. gion, and only the top four teams
Whenever that guy moved to that earn a playoff position. DaytOn, at
position, they (Mount Union) have 8-0-l, and Milliken College 10
only one play. I think l surprised Illinois, at 8-0, arc ranked ahead
the quarterback."
of JCU.
Earlier this week, Behm was
In order to make the playoffs,
named OAC defensive player of however, the Streaks must still
the week. In addition to forcing beat Baldwin-Wallace this Saturand recovering the fumble, Bchm day in their final game at B-W's
made 11 tackles.
Fin me Stadium.
"We have to put the playoffs
"Itjustgreat to be a part ofa big
game," said Behm. "As for being offforthemomcnt,"saidCochran.
player of the week, itS just a great "The playoffs are not there yet.
feeling."
We must win against BaldwinSenior nose tackle Brian Co- Wallace for the playoffs."
chran was extremely proud of his
Behm also did not look past the
team'seffortS this year.
Baldwin-Wallace match up.
"It's an awesome feeling to
"1 savored the victory (over
achieve a goal we set at the begin- Mt. Union) Sunday and half of
ning of the season," said Cochran. yesterday(Monday),"saidBehm.
"We always had a goal to.win the "Now its on to B-W. They're
PAC (President's Athletic Con- preparing for the game of their
ference), but the OAC is much Life. They have a lot on the line.
more prestigious. The athletes are This game is their championship."
a lot better quality than the PAC.
Of any team that John Carroll
Each team has at least a core of plays, Baldwin-Wallace can be

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
U you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship. From Anny ROTC.
Anny ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials
impressive to future employers.

~
~
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARnST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
FIND OUT MORE-CONTACT TilE MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
ABOVE THE BOOKSTORE, OR CALL 397-4421.

called itS biggest rival. Many of
the players on Baldwin-Wallace
playedeitheragainstorwith many
JCU players in high school.
This year, the rivalry is enhanced because each team has
much at stake-a playoff berth for
John Carroll,a wmningseason for
Baldwin-Wallace. Going intoSaturday'sgame, the Yellow Jackets
have a 4-4-l record. If BaldwinWallace loses. it will suffer its
first losing season in 23 years.
DeCarlo does not want to sec
his team letdown 10 its final game.
"A win salvages their (Baldwin-Wallace's) season," said DeCarlo. "They have a tradition to
protect. They're going to be fired
up. The guys on that team don't
want to be the ones to suffer the
first losing season in 23 years."
If the Blue Streaks are as
pumped up as they were against
Mount Union last week, they will
have nothing to worry about With
one more good performance, John
Carroll will make itS ftist appearance in the NCAA Division III
playoffs, and will have to be recognized as one of the favorites for
the title.

